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A SonAmy Story. Amy is faced with the biggest choice in her life; To save the world or to save her
beloved Sonic! How can she live in a world without Sonic?! And how can she live with Sonic if there is
NO world?!(not that much violence.)
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1 - A Normal Day in Station Square....

Amy's Choice……

Note: Chris will never be in my stories because he's a gay fag. Now on with the story……..

Amy: Sonic!! Please!! Just one date?!

Amy is seen running down the sidewalk, chasing after Sonic. Sonic looks behind him and sighs.

Sonic: Amy, I'm busy!! Tails said he needed me over to help with the X Tornado!!

Sonic speeds up, leaving her behind. Amy stops and looks after him.

Amy: (walking back to her apartment.) Uhhgg, AWAYS busy!!

………………………………………………………………………………………….

Sonic arrives at Tail's house and they begin to work on the X Tornado.

Sonic: Geez, one of these days, I'm going to wake up with my frickn feet chained to my frickn bed!

Tails: (wipes sweat away.) Well, I think that completes the new engine. (looks at Sonic.) Amy's always
going to be Amy, Sonic.

Sonic:(gives a little grin.) Even on the way over here, she chased me for a little while, asking for a
DATE!

Tails: Sonic, would one really be so bad though?

Sonic: (turns around.) Look Tails, I like Amy in all, but I can't be tied down like that. Eggman's still
around and admitting to her that I liked her could put at risk. (Tails gives him the eye.) Well, MORE at
risk, anyway……

Knuckles: Amy giving you trouble again, Sonic?

Sonic and Tails turn around as Knuckles walks through the door.

Sonic: Nonya……

Knuckles: What?!

Sonic: NON YA FRICKEN BUSSINESS!!!

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Amy: UHHGG!! He just is, oh, so self-centered!!! He doesn't give a flip about anyone or anything else!!!

Amy's on the phone with Rouge, having one of those girl-to-girl talks.

Rouge: You know Amy, he does have a lot to do…………

Amy:(sighs.) Yeah, I know, Dealing with Eggman and whatever else pops up.

Rouge: Maybe when things settle down, he'll be easier to talk to.

Amy: Maybe….(stops.) I think I'm acting a little selfish myself, too…..

Rouge: (giggles.) Maybe…..

Amy: (giggles back.)Okay, I am…….I just wonder sometimes if he even likes me. He acts like I'm a huge
annoyance and is always running from me.

Rouge: Well, boys are the biggest wusses at admitting stuff like that you know.

Amy:(smiles.) Yeah, I can't even see Sonic doing that……

Rouge: Well, I'll talk to you later Amy. I've got to pay a visit to my little red boy and his FINE piece of
jewelry…….

Amy: (smiles.) Allright, well I see you later, Bye.

Rouge: Bye (phone clicks.)

Amy puts the phone back and sits on the couch. She turns on the T.V and of course Sonic and the
search for Eggman is on the news again…..

Amy: (sighs.) I wonder if you really do like me sometimes, Sonic……..

???????-WE WILL FIND THE ANSWER TO THAT SOON ENOUGH!!

Amy jumps at the sound of the voice and turns around. From her door, she spots the speaker. She takes
a step back looking for a way out.

????????- MISS ROSE, YOU WILL BE COMING WITH ME, NOW……

Amy turns to grab the phone, but his metal hand reaches out and grabs hers. She screams in pain as
she feels him squeeze it. He laughs and tries to grab her. Amy whips out her mallet and swings it as
hard as she can at his head. As the mallet knocks Metal Sonic a few feet back, he let's go of her hand in
the process. Grabbing the phone again and heading for the closet, Amy quickly dials Tail's house
phone……
………………………………………………………………………………………….

The phone is ringing at Tail's house as Tails and Sonic walk back in the door…..

Tails: Here, I'll get it.

Sonic watches Tail's reaction as his face goes pale….

Sonic: Tails?! Who is it?!

Sonic can hear screaming and ripping noises in the phone……

Tails: So-Sonic, it's Amy!!! (hands the phone to Sonic.)

Sonic:(feels his stomach flip.)AMY?! What's…….?!

Amy: (crying and screaming.) SONIC!!! HELP ME!!!! MY APARTMENT!!! IT'S,….IT'S….(gasps) HE'S
BROKEN THE DOOR!!!

Sonic: AMY!!!AMY!!!HOLD ON!!!

Amy: (screaming.) SONIC,!!!PLEASE!!!(screams.) AHHHHHHH!!!!!!!

Sonic: AMY!!?

Metal: HA, IT'S BEEN AWILE SONIC…….

Sonic:(feeling his temper rise.) METAL?!WHAT DID YOU DO TO HER!?

Metal:(chuckles.) YOU'LL FIND OUT SOON ENOUGH……IF YOU WANT TO SEE HER ALIVE AGAIN,
YOU WILL MEET ME AT EGGMAN'S NEW BASE AT THREE O'CLOCK SHARP TOMMORROW. IF
YOU ARE LATE, THERE WILL BE CONSQUENSES………

Sonic:(in a cold voice.) If you harm her, you'll regret it……….

Metal laughs into the phone and Sonic hears Amy's scream in the back-round. Sonic can feel his temper
about to blow and everything in him is telling him to run to her, but he can't put down the phone.

Metal: OPPS…….SHE BRUISES RATHER EASILY, DOESN'T SHE?(snickers.)

Sonic:(explodes.) YOU SON OF A dog!!!!!! I'LL KILL YOU!!!!!

Metal laughs and phone clicks. In anger of being so helpless, Sonic throws the phone at the wall. Before
the broken pieces hit the floor, he's out the door, leaving a stunned and very worried Tails…….

That concludes the chapter I guess. If you have any comments, pleaz, PLEAZ leave em!! (I want to
know how I'm doing!!)

2 - Plans and Realizations

Amy's Choice……

Anyway, Thanks a lot for the comments yall! I really enjoy knowing how I'm doin!

Sonic, Tails, and Rouge are picking their way through Amy's apartment. Amy is no where to be
found………

Sonic: Dammit! (kicks the broken closet door.) Too late!!

Rouge: I had just talked to her though…….

Tails: ( looks at Sonic) Sonic, there was no way you could have got here in time…….

Sonic doesn't even look up as he walks around the apartment.

Rouge: (looks at the closet door.) he ripped this place to shreds…….

Sonic: (kicks over a chair.) IF I HAD ONLY STAYED WITH HER EARLIER…..

Rouge: (calmly.) Sonic, calm down….There was no way that you could have known this would've
happened.

Sonic sits down on the ripped couch with his head in his hands. Rouge starts to walk over to him, Tails
stops her.

Tails: (silently.) I think we better leave him alone for a while….

Rouge: (looking back at him.) But…….

Tails: (whispering.) I don't think I've ever seen him this upset before. I think it's best if we left ………..for a
little while…….He has a lot to think about……

Rouge nods and the both head out the apartment. Sonic, still sitting, thinks about why he was too late to
save her.

Sonic: It's my fault……I should've been there for her……..

Sonic can still hear her scream ringing through his ears and Metal chuckling in the back round. He
clenches his fists in anger…..

Sonic: (shaking.) That BASTARD! I'll fracking kill him when I get a hold of him……

Before leaving the ruined apartment, he mutters a silent prayer for Amy's safety then speeds off into the
cold, dark night.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Eggman: YOU DID WHAT?!?

At Eggman's base, located in an old factory building, Metal is explaining his plan to Dr. Eggman………

Metal: BUT DON'T YOU SEE? SONIC WILL BE FORCED TO COME AND I WILL FINALLY HAVE A
REMATCH.

Dr. Eggman: But, WHY didn't you tell me all this before you kidnapped her?

Metal: WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE? WE ARE BOTH GETTING WHAT EACH WANTS. MY
REMATCH AND YOU'LL HAVE HIS DEATH.

Dr. Eggman: (smiling.) Yes, yes I see……….But what if he doesn't come?

Metal chuckles and extends his claws.

Metal: THEN I HAVE A LITTLE FUN WITH THE GIRL…….

Dr. Eggman switches the monitor screen to one of the abandoned employee rooms. Amy is lying against
one of walls…

Dr. Eggman: Hmmmm….looks like she's still out cold……

Metal: STUPID GIRL WOULD NOT SHUTUP, BUT I FIXED THAT PROBLEM. (grins.)

Metal takes off into the darkness of the factory as Dr. Eggman is thinking about what it would be like to
finally be rid of Sonic, once and for all……

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Knuckles: But you do know it's going to be a trap right?!

Sonic and Knuckles are talking on Angel Island, under the night time sky….

Sonic: What other choice do I have Knux? And think about what he'd do to Amy if I didn't show up?

Knuckles: I guess Tails and I should come with you then.
Sonic: (grins.) Naa, I'll be in and out. After I beat the hell out of Metal and take Eggman outa
commission, Amy and I will be back before you know it.

Knuckles:(surprised at the sudden surge of confidence.) But you know it won't be that easy…….

Sonic falls back on the green grass and looks up at the stars…

Sonic: Well, I GUESS you guys could tag along…..(grins.)

Knuckles: Come on Sonic, your going to need all the help you can get…..

Sonic: Yeah, after words when I admit it to her……

Knuckles: (shocked.) YOUR GOING TO TELL HER WHAT?!

Sonic: Yeah (yawns.)…it's stupid to wait any longer I guess….(yawns.)

Knuckles: TELL HER WHAT THOUGH!?!

Sonic: …………..that I love her……….(closes his eyes.)

Knuckles: HAA!! I KNEW IT!! I KNEW IT ALL ALONG!!! (mockingly.) AMY AND SONIC
SITTING……(looks at Sonic.)

Sonic's already asleep.

Knuckles: WELL, I GUESS you can spend the night…….(grins.)

Knuckles walks back up the steps to the master emerald as the full moon starts to cloud up in the dark,
unsure sky…..

3 - 3:00 o'clock

Amy's Choice……

Wow!! I've gotten more comments quicker on this, than any other story I've done!!! WOOHOO!!!!! =)

A beautiful sunrise is seen in the distance, but Sonic doesn't even notice as he gets up to leave. He
takes one last look at Knuckles sleeping against a pillar then takes off……..

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Metal: HA!(clenches his fists.) TODAY WILL BE YOUR LAST, SONIC!!

Metal walks out with a glint in his eye……

………………………………………………………………………………………………

“uhhhhh……………where…………….?

Amy slowly opens her eyes. She looks around, dazed, and suddenly remembers. She tries to get up, but
a shot of pain runs through her.

Amy: Uhhgg….my head………

She stops as she hears voices. Crawling slowly toward the old, locked door, she presses her ear up
against it.

Dr. Eggman: So what if he DOES beat you though?

Metal: (chuckles.) I'LL WIN NO MATTER WHAT IT TAKES.

Dr. Eggman: I won't accept failure. Here, BE SURE you get him with this first……..then do whatever you
want after words………

The two voices fade off as Amy feels chills run down her spine.

Amy: (thinking.) They're using me to get to him……I've got to find out what……what they want to do to him
first.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Knuckles: WHERE IS HE!?!

Knuckles is in Tail's garage, as Tails checks things in the X Tornado.

Tails: LOOK, I don't know WHERE he is, but I know where he's GOING!!

Knuckles: I ALREADY FRICKN KNEW THAT MUCH!!

Tails: (sighs.) Look, there's no point in yelling and screaming over all of this. We're going to have to look
for Eggman's base if we wanna find him.

Knuckles: But, there's no way we could find it in time.

Tails: (jumps in.) Wrong. The new engine that I built yesterday could take us around the world in just an
hour's time.

Knuckles:(prostesting.) But there's a difference…..

Tails: Well, I'll take my chances then………

The X Tornado veers up as Knuckles quickly gets in mumbling.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Sonic: Damn, WHERE IS IT?!?

Sonic, who has been speeding around all morning, notices something in the sky.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Metal: HE'S GOING TO BE LATE!! BRING ME THE GIRL.

Two robots bring out Amy, struggling to get free.

Metal: GOOD MORNING MISS ROSE. (snickers.)

Amy: (glaring.) You son of a dog………

Metal: (lifts her chin.) NOW WHY DOES YOUR PRETTY LITTLE MOUTH SAY SUCH A DIRTY THING.
(digs his claws into her chin a little.) I'LL DISIPLINE IT FOR YOU…………

Sonic: You better leave her alone, bastard.

Metal lets go of Amy and turns to face Sonic.

Metal: (grins) SO YOU DID FIND IT……..TAKE A GOOD LOOK AROUND SONIC, THIS IS THE LAST
TIME YOU'LL SEE THE SUN. (snickers.)

Amy: SONIC!!

Sonic: WE'LL SEE ABOUT THAT!!!

4 - Sonic vs Metal

Amy's Choice……

Sonic and Metal dash toward each other, each one with a look of hate. They collide and bounce off then
Sonic makes a jump in the air for a spin dash. As he shoots down toward Metal prepares his claws and
jumps at him. Sonic spins off to the side barely avoiding the claws.

Sonic: You missed.(grins.)

Metal whips out a small pistol and fires a shot. Amy screams as Sonic kneels to the ground clutching his
arm. Sonic checks his arm. Just glanced it.

Sonic: You're a pretty lousy shot, Metal……

Metal curses as Sonic comes at him again. Metal trying to reload the gun, gets decked. Staggering back,
Metal is then kicked into a wall.

Sonic: I think it'll be your last time to see the sun. (crushes the gun.)

Metal stands up from the rubble with a strange smile on his metal face.

Metal: OH REALLY? WE'LL SEE ABOUT THAT.

Amy realizing that smile means something thinks about the conversation she had heard earlier that day.
Sonic grins back, daring him to make the next move.

Metal: AFTER I'M DONE WITH YOU, I'LL HAVE TO START THINKING ABOUT WHAT TO DO TO
YOUR GIRLFRIEND. (snickers.)

Amy watches Sonic tense up as Metal slowly starts walking toward him.

Metal: OF COURSE I COULD KEEP HER FOR A PET OR SOMETHING……….

Sonic:(snaps.) SHUTUP!!! YOU'RE NOT DOING ANYTHING!!!

Sonic charges at him full force. They collide again and bounce off. Amy starts to limp toward gun as the
two fight behind her.

Amy: (remembering.) *Make sure you get him with this*………

Sonic is flung to the ground as Metal stands over him.

Metal: HA! HOW PATHETIC!! AND I WAS SUPPOSED TO BE A COPY OF YOU!?! (laughs.)

Sonic rises up and hits him with an uppercut. Metal gets up again, only to be knocked even further out
by Sonic.

Sonic: You stupid piece of scrap metal. You're not even good enough to PRETEND to be my copy!

Sonic kicks him over. Metal hits him in the stomach, knocking the wind out of him. As Sonic clutches his
side, a sudden wave of dizziness comes over him. He staggers up.

Metal: IT'S A PITY I MISSED YOU, BUT I THINK IT'LL STILL DO THE TRICK…….

Sonic realizes that his arm has gone numb. Sonic, in anger, collides with Metal again. They both stand
off against each other……..

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Tails: What's that smoke coming from over there?!

Knuckles: It used to be the old factory where that made car parts and stuff.

Tails flies lower and prepares the X Tornado for landing.

Knuckles: What are you doing!?

Tails: Old factories don't smoke after going out of business. Someone's or something's there………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Sonic, gasping for breath, prepares himself as Metal charges at him again. Sonic gets thrown back, into

a pile of rubble.

Amy: SONIC!?! SONIC!!!!!

Metal: DO YOU FEEL TIRED SONIC. STAND STILL AND I'LL MAKE YOUR DEATH QUICK AND
EASY……….

Metal snickers as Amy finally picks up the gun. Metal turns around and looks at her. Amy squeezes the
trigger, but nothing happens. Metal slowly walks over to her with her confused expression.

Metal: SORRY, BUT EVEN IF IT WOULD HAVE HAD ANOTHER SHOT, IT COULD NOT HAVE
KILLED ME. READ WHAT KIND OF GUN IT IS………

Amy fumbles it and starts to step back as Metal comes closer.

Metal: READ IT OR I'LL KILL YOU RIGHT NOW!

Metal almost reaches out and grabs her, but Sonic comes blazing up from behind, sending him flying
into a wall. Sonic's legs give out as he falls, panting for breath. Metal gets up.

Amy: S-Sonic, are you allright?!

Sonic: (gasp.) Why…….tired……(gasp.) ……Amy………run……..

Metal: READ THE GUN, MISS ROSE AND TELL HIM WHY HE'S IN SO MUCH PAIN.

Amy looks over it with tears in her eyes. Teardrops fall from her face as Sonic looks into her eyes for a
reason.

Amy: (crying.) S-Sonic the bullet was poisoned………………….

CLIFFHANGER!!!

5 - Amy's Stand

Amy's Choice……

Sonic: But…..it barely…(gasp.) scraped me……….(coughs.)

Amy looks up at Metal who is watching the scene before him intently.

Metal: THE COATING ON THE BULLET WAS ENOUGH TO DO IT.

Sonic: Run….(coughs) Amy……run…….now…..

Amy: (with tears streaming down her face.) no….no, I can't……

Metal: HOW SAD. AND TO THINK I HAVE ALL 7 OF THE CHAOS EMERALDS BEHIND
ME…….(snickers.)

Amy: What?!

Metal: WHAT ELSE POWERS OUR MACHIINERY?! BESIDES, AFTER SONIC'S GONE, I CAN USE
THAT POWER AS I PLEASE.

Sonic slowly tries to get to his feet.

Amy: Sonic, stop! (tries to stop him.) please! I need to get you out of here……

Sonic: (coughs.) There's ..no …..time……I've go to try…..

Sonic starts walking toward Metal, in an effort to get to the emeralds. Metal disappears and hits him from
the side, knocking him to the ground.

Amy:(sobbing) SONIC!!!

Sonic gets up again, hacking up blood, and spitting it out. He limps over to Metal again. Metal rams him
full force into a wall. Sonic crumples as the blood from his arm stains the wall against him.

Metal: TODAY WAS YOUR LAST SONIC THE HEDGEHOG. (walks toward him.)

Amy: NOOOOOOO!!!!!!! (screams.)

Just then a plane is heard, and machine gun fire is around Metal. The roof caves in around Metal. Metal
jumps back, surprised as the X Tornado is seen.

Metal: Dammit!!

Metal recoils back into the darkness of the factory as Amy runs over to Sonic.

Amy: Sonic!? Ohh, Tails hurry!!!!

Amy jumps as a large cannon slowly pops at of the factory. The ground starts to shake as the cannon
charges up.

Amy: (screams.) TAILS!!! LOOK OUT!!!!

The blast erupts from the cannon, hitting the plane in the sky. The X Tornado falls, crashing into the
ground in flames.

Metal re-enters chuckling at the sight.

Metal: WELL, NOW, WHERE WERE WE!?!

Metal starts to head toward Sonic motionless against the wall as Amy steps in front of Sonic.

Amy:(coldly.) Don't you dare touch him…….

Metal:(stops and grins.) DO YOU REALLY THINK YOU CAN STOP ME LITTLE GIRL?

Amy whips out her hammer and swings it at Metal. Metal catches the hammer and throws it behind him.
Amy slaps his face, forgetting that it is metal. Metal turns his head back around and smiles at her as she
winces, holding her hand in pain.

Metal: HOW AMUSING. (chuckles.)

Metal slaps her across the face, waiting for her reaction. Staggering back a little, but not falling, she
keeps her balance. Spitting the blood out, she turns back to face him, with a look of determination.

Metal: HOW AMUSING THIS “LOVE” THING IS BETWEEN TWO LIFEFORMS. TO CHOOSE DEATH
OVER LIFE……..

Sonic: Uhhhh……….Amy? Amy…run….NOW!

Amy stands her ground as Sonic struggles to get up behind her. Metal vanishes for a minute then hits
Amy full force in the stomach. She hits the ground a few feet away motionless. Metal laughs and walks
over toward Sonic.

Sonic: AMY?! (coughs.) AMY!!

Metal kicks Sonic over. Sonic moans and spits out another mouth full of blood.
Metal: DON'T WORRY SONIC, I'LL MAKE THIS QUICK AND EASY………

Metal steps on Sonic chest, pressing down on it. Sonic starts to try to pry it off as he gasps for breath.

Metal: GOOD-BYE SONIC.

Just before Metal crushes Sonic, he's hit from the side by a blinding force of light.

Metal: WHAT THE……..

Metal is struck again and thrown into a wall, as it crumbles over him. The light slowly starts moving
toward Sonic. Sonic looks over and is surprised by what he sees…..

Sonic: AMY?! YOUR…..YOUR…….

Hah! Cliffhanger!! Heheheheh!!!! I love doing that! =)

6 - Super Amy

Amy's Choice……

Sonic: Amy?!…..Your…….Your……SUPER?!

S*Amy: (smiles) Yes, I know…..I got to the chaos emeralds when he was about to kill you…..I didn't know
if I could do it or not….

Sonic: Amy, thats awesome that you (coughs.)….uhhhhh…(faints.)

S*Amy: Sonic?! SONIC!?! I-I need to get you out of here now!!

Metal: YOUR NOT GOING ANYWHERE…….

Super Amy turns around to Metal glaring at them.

Metal: I SHOULD HAVE FINISHED YOU OFF WHEN I HAD THE CHANCE, MISS ROSE….

S*Amy:(in a cold voice.) If you get in my way,……I'll kill you…….

Metal hesitates, realizing that she could very well kill him. S*Amy kneels back down to Sonic.

S*Amy: Sonic?! SONIC?! Please!! Say something!!!

As S*Amy starts to get a lump in her throat, she feels a hand on her shoulder. She whips around, ready
to fight.

Knuckles: AMY?! That's you?!

S*Amy: (surprised.) KNUCKLES?! (hugs him.) YOUR ALRIGHT!!!

Knuckles: Yeah, me and Tails ejected at the last minute. Tails's parachute didn't deploy, so he took a
bad fall…..SONIC!?! (kneels down to him.) AMY?! WHAT THE HELL HAPPENED TO HIM?!?

S*Amy: (points toward Metal) That thing shot him with a poisoned bullet of some kind…..I-I can't get him
to wake up………..(tears start to fill her eyes again.)

Knuckles: We need to get him to a doctor NOW!

Dr. Eggman: Did someone say DOCTOR?!

Dr. Eggman appears on the scene. S*Amy tenses up and Metal limps over to him.
Dr. Eggman: AMY?! (looks toward Metal) YOU MUST BE JOKING!?!

Knuckles: You bastard, you'll pay for what you did to Sonic……

Dr. Eggman: (to Metal) You've disappointed me again Metal……(turns to S*Amy and Knuckles.) Let's see
Amy how you measure up to my new series of robots. 76-ALPHA Series!! FORWARD!!!

S*Amy and Knuckles both step back as they are surround by robots.

Knuckles: Amy, grab Sonic and get out of here…….

S*Amy: No, I can't just leave you here!

Knuckles: I SAID GET GOING!!! NOW!!!

S*Amy: I can fight!!

Knuckles: YOU HAVE TO SAVE SONIC!!! Find Tails, he can come and help me,…….

S*Amy: But…….

Knuckles: NOW!!!!!

Knuckles charges in to the nearest robots as S*Amy pulls Sonic on her back and takes off through the
open ceiling.

Dr. Eggman: FOLLOW HER, METAL SONIC!!! AND BRING HER BACK!!!

Metal takes off after her. S*Amy looks back at Knuckles trying to fight off the robots and then glance up

ahead to find Tails……

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Tails: AMY!!! DOWN HERE!!!!

S*Amy flies to Tails, who is leaning up against the tree with the master emerald in his arms. Amy puts
down Sonic and runs over to him.

Tails: AMY?! Your SUPER?! SONIC!!! WHAT HAPPENED?!?

S*Amy: Tails! I need to get Sonic to a doctor!! Fast!! Knuckles is holding off the robots, he needs your
help!!

Tails:(dazed) Sonic……..

S*Amy: (shakes him) TAILS!!! NOW!!! I have to save Sonic…….

Metal: (Interupts) THERE IS NO CURE THAT ANY HOSPITAL HAS FOR THAT TYPE OF
POISINING…..

S*Amy and Tails both look up to Metal in the sky above him.

Tails: METAL?!

S*Amy: What?! YOUR LYING!!!

Cliffhanger! Dang, I getting good at this! =)

7 - Amy's Choice

Amy's Choice……

By the way, this is the chapter where the story gets it's name.

S*Amy: Your lying!!

Metal: I'M AFRAID NOT MISS ROSE. THAT POISIN WAS DEVOLPED BY EGGMAN HIMSELF.

Tails: Amy, what if he's not……

S*Amy flies up to face Metal.

S*Amy: TELL ME YOUR LYING!!! (powers up) NOW!!

Metal: (snickers) NO PERSON HAS THE ANTIDOTE TO IT!

In anger, S*Amy charges into him. Metal dodges it and flies back away from her.
S*Amy turns around to see Eggman and his robots chasing Knuckles.

Knuckles: AMY?!! GET AWAY FROM HERE!!! UHHHHGGGG!!!!!(falls)

Tails: KNUCKLES!!!

Dr. Eggman: Shoot them both! NOW!!

S*Amy:(screams) KNUCKLES!! TAILS!!! NO, STOP!!!

While S*Amy isn't looking, Metal grabs her and winds her arms behind her back.

Metal: PRISONER SECURED.

S*Amy: UHHHH!!! LET GO OF ME!!!!

Eggman and his robots surround Tails and Knuckles each guarding Sonic.

Dr. Eggman: This is the end boys………

S*Amy:(glows) NO IT ISN'T!!!! LET GO OF ME!!!!!

Super Amy releases a huge wave Chaos energy which knocks Metal into the ground. In an uncontrolled
anger, S*Amy rams into the group of robots, crushing each one into spare parts and pieces. She flashes
in front of Knuckles and Tails panting and with a wild look of determination in her eyes.
S*Amy:(gasp.) YOU WILL NOT HURT ANY OF THEM!!!(gasp)

Dr. Eggman: This….. THIS CAN'T BE HAPPENING!!! BEATEN BY AMY!?!

Knuckles: (stunned) Whoa…..Amy……

Tails: (shocked) Amy……..saved us?!

Metal: TOO BAD IT WAS ALL IN VAIN.

Tails: HE'S STILL ALIVE?!

Knuckles: DAMN BASTARD!! THIS WAS ALL YOUR FAULT!!!

S*Amy: (flares up again.) YOU……….

Metal: IN A COUPLE OF MINUTES YOU WILL ALL PERISH……

Tails: What do you mean…..

Metal: HA! I HAVE NO USE FOR THIS WORLD ANY LONGER!! SONIC'S ALMOST DEAD SO I HAVE
NO PURPOSE TO FUFILL HERE!!

Dr. Eggman: What are you saying!?

Sonic: Not….quite dead yet…..

Everyone turns around at the sound of Sonic's voice.

S*Amy: SONIC!!!! (runs to him)

Metal: HOW PATHITIC! (laughs.) THE SPACE SATALITE IS GOING TO SEND YOU ALL TO HELL!

Knuckles: YOU DON'T MEAN……

Tails: THE ARK?!

Dr. Eggman: WHAT?! THIS WASN'T PART OF THE PLAN!!!

Metal: YOU FOOLISH SCIENTIST!!! TO THINK I WOULD TEAM UP WITH SUCH A LOW LIFE-FORM
AS YOU!! NO, ALL I WANTED WAS SONIC'S DEFEAT. THIS WORLD WILL END NOW THAT I
CHOOSE IT TO!!

S*Amy: (looks up) I've got to……….

Metal: YOU FOOLISH GIRL!! EVEN WHEN SONIC AND THE HEDGEHOG CALLED SHADOW WERE
SUPER, THEY POWERS COMBINED BARELY STOPPED THE SPACE COLONY. YOU STAND NO
CHANCE!!

Crushed, S*Amy slides to the ground, feeling lost and defeated.

Knuckles: You son of a dog………

S*Amy: (to Sonic) Ohhh.. Sonic. I-I …it's all my fault…you could have saved us but…but….(breaks down
and sobs) (she turns back to normal.)

Tails: It's over………

Sonic reaches up and takes Amy's hand.

Sonic: Amy, listen, DO NOT GIVE UP…. YOU CAN DO (cough) IT…

Knuckles: THAT'S IT! I WILL AT LEAST KILL YOU BEFORE WE DIE THEN!!!

Amy: KNUCKLES!!!

Knuckles leaps at Metal and Metal knocks him away with his claws. Knuckles staggers up, holding his
bloody side, then falls.

Metal: HAH!! I'M GOING TO WATCH YOU LIVE THE LAST MINUTES OF YOUR LIVES.

Amy: It's the end, I know it is……..

Sonic squeezes her hand and looks into her eyes.

Sonic: (coughs) Listen to me, …….Turn super again and use the master emerald……

Amy: (shocked) You mean……HYPER!? But, Sonic I still won't be able to……..

Sonic: Yes you will (coughs) You're our only hope now………(closes his eyes.)

Amy: NO…..WAIT……SONIC!!!!

Amy, with tears in her eyes, gets up and gathers the chaos emeralds.

Amy: Tails, give me the master emerald.

Tails: Amy……I don't think it'll will be enough to stop….

Amy: JUST GIVE IT TO ME!!!

Dr. Eggman: Amy, what are you doing?!

The chaos emeralds start to glow as Amy gathers power from them. They dance around her as she is
wrapped in a golden light. Super Amy picks up the master emerald and harnesses it's power. An
explosion of white light is seen.

Metal: WHAT?! WHAT IS SHE DOING!?!

Dr. Eggman: It….it……can't be

Tails: She did it!!

Hyper Amy: I can do this now! (flares up)

Metal: YOU STUPID GIRL, EVEN IF YOU SAVE THIS WORLD, YOUR SONIC WOULD NOT LIVE TO
SEE IT.

Hyper Amy turns around to face him.

Hyper Amy: I'LL KILL YOU AFTER I'M DONE…..

Metal: A PITY IT IS, WHEN ALL THIS TIME I HAVE THE ANTIDOTE RIGHT HERE.

Metal pulls out a vile and H*Amy watches it's every move as he swings it back and forth.

Metal: NO TIME NOW THOUGH, THE ARK'S ABOUT TO CRASH!!! YOU CAN GO AFTER ME OR
THE ARK…….

She turns around and sees a comet like object entering the Earth's atmosphere.

Metal: SO HERE'S YOUR CHOICE, MISS ROSE, SONIC OR THE WORLD.

Metal flies up into space laughing as H*Amy flies down to the ground to Sonic.

H*Amy: No…………..I………….

Tails: Amy, the Ark!!

H*Amy picks up Sonic's almost lifeless body and holds it to her. She starts to cry.

H*Amy:(crying.) It….it …IT ISN'T FAIR!!!! I WISH WITH ALL MY HEART THAT I COULD SAVE
YOU…….but….it would be short lived………(she kisses him as tears fall on his face.) I-I will save
everyone……no…..what's the point…you won't be there….Oh….Sonic…..I….can't live without you……(sobs)

Tails: Amy, I know how much you love him and how much he loved you, but, you must make up your
mind before it's too late. To see Sonic again before the end of the world or to save the world………..without
him………

Hyper Amy hugs Sonic for what may be the last time and then flares up as she gently sets him down.
She turns toward the sky and flies into it, as the sunset turns blood red in the distance……

What is she going to do? Guess you'll have to find out! =)

8 - The Ark

Amy's Choice

Yes!! Time to find out what was Amy's choice………..what do you think?……….

As the white streak of the space colony stands out from the sunset, a desperate hedgehog is making the
toughest decision of her life…………Hyper Amy keeps her focus on the sky, as the power of chaos enriches
her body, causing it to glow in a sliver-white light……..

H*Amy: (thinking) *I-I can't choose……..I love him…..but ……I can't let everyone die because of it……but I
don't even know if …….If I CAN stop it!*

Tails: (from the ground.) Amy!! You've got to do something!!!

H*Amy looks toward where Metal went off into space then back at the falling colony. She knew there
was no way to have both……

H*Amy: DAMN IT!! THIS…..THIS CAN'T HAPPEN!!!! THIS ISN'T FAIR!!!

H*Amy holds her head in frustration.

H*Amy: *thinking* but what would Sonic do……….? What would he want me to do……..?

H*Amy gulps, fighting to hold back the tears in her eyes and she can feel the lump in her throat swell.

H*Amy: I know what he would do if he were me…………….(looks toward the Ark.) I have to try……

H*Amy flares up and heads to the ark, in sorrow but determined. Tails watches her take off into the
distance.

Tails: *thinking* Sonic would be proud, Amy………..(looks back at Sonic) I just wish you could have known
how much he loved you…….

………………………………………………………………………………………………

As Amy lines up to face the space colony ark, there is panic all around her. The sirens in the Station
Square are going off as people scream and scramble to find shelter. H*Amy keeps her focus on the
object ahead, knowing the odds were against her……..

H*Amy: (concentrates) This is it, all or nothing………

H*Amy starts to power-up as she flies toward the space colony ark. As the Ark draws nearer, she stops
and raises her arms…….

H*Amy: (yelling) CHAOS CONTROL!!!!!!!

A huge explosion of sliver-white light forces H*Amy back from the blast. Surprised by her own power,

she looses control of the light, and the Space colony continues to crash down from the sky. She is
thrown back to the ground, dazed and defeated…….

H*Amy: (shocked) I-I can't do it………I can't even control it…….(looks up.) I'm sorry Sonic………

H*Amy sobs as the space colony continues to hurtle down on it's crash course with Earth……..

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Tails:(watching) Amy couldn't stop it…………

Tails walks back to where Knuckles fell. Eggman has already taken off.

Tails: Knuckles?

Knuckles: Uhhh……(holds his side.) Where's Amy?

Tails: (turns away.) She couldn't do it………

Knuckles gets up as Tails avoids his eyes.

Knuckles: Couldn't do WHAT Tails?!

Tails: The space colony………she tried but, she lost control……it's over Knuckles……

………………………………………………………………………………………………

H*Amy looks above her with a lost expression…..the sounds of cars and helicopters are heard in the
distance. Sirens are going off every where……..

H*Amy: Those people know it too……….it's the end………..

No way, not if I can help it!

H*Amy looks up, remembering Sonic saying those words when it looked impossible.

H*Amy: There's nothing I can do……

Ha! Bring it!!

H*Amy: But, I tried………

Umph! (taking a blow) Just getting warmed up!

H*Amy: I can't control it…..

You can do it Amy……

H*Amy tries to shake off the sudden flow of memories.

*remembering * Uhh!! *He is just, oh, so self-centered!!*

H*Amy: Always so full of confidence and no doubt that he could do anything…….

*He doesn't give a flip about anyone or anything else!*

H*Amy: (stands up.) But he WAS always fighting for anyone and everyone else! No matter what, he
always took on the challenge……(fists clench) NO MATTER WHAT THE ODDS!!

H*Amy flares up again as she turns toward the Ark almost through the Earth's atmosphere.

H*Amy: I was unsure…I couldn't focus my power and I lost it…so worried about failing….Sonic was always
confident when he handled the chaos emeralds…..and back with all those robots……I KNEW I could do
it…….

H*Amy takes off into the sky, full force and power.

H*Amy:(with a new hope) NOW, I KNOW I CAN DO THIS!!!

Can she?! Be sure to read the next chapter!! =)

9 - Look who's back.......

Amy's Choice

Yep, time for the moment of truth………………..you ready? =)

Tails: (stunned) She trying AGAIN!?!

Knuckles: (grins) Looks like it…….

Tails and Knuckles both watch as H*Amy heads off to face the colony again……

………………………………………………………………………………………………

H*Amy lines herself up again and powers-up as the colony rips through the Earth's atmosphere. Her
body glows as she stretches her hands out for the second time. She closes her eyes and summons all
the chaos energy within her. Her eyes flick open, with a look matching that of Sonic's…………..

*For Tails and Knuckles…….*

H*Amy:(thinking) *this time…..I will save everyone….*

*For the world……*

H*Amy focuses the energy toward the space colony. She can feels her whole body glow with light…..

*For Sonic……*

Hyper Amy: CHAOS CONTROL!!!!!!

A huge light erupts from Hyper Amy as the two forces of the space colony and the chaos energy collide.
She can feel herself forced back, but she keeps her concentration on the power she's using. The chaos
energy warps and Amy and the space colony disappear from the sunset sky……

……………………………………………………………………………………………….

Tails: Oh…..my……god…….

Knuckles punches his fist in the air.

Knuckles: I KNEW IT!!

Tails: Come on!! She's going to need us to help her after she used all that energy.

Knuckles: (stops grinning) Wait…..Sonic……

Tails and Knuckles look around at their fallen friend as the walk over to him…..

Knuckles: She did the right thing……

Tails: (with tears.) I know…….I just wish we could have……

Knuckles: (in an understanding voice) I think we need to bring him with us…..

Tails turns around, trying not to let Knuckles see him cry. As Knuckles bends down to pick Sonic up, he
notices something…..

Knuckles:(dazed) Tails, what shoulder did the bullet scrap Sonic on….?

Tails: (not looking) His left……….there a gash….and there's blood all over it……..

Knuckles:(even more confused) It's, it's not here…….?!

………………………………………………………………………………………………

H*Amy: Space…….I remember when Sonic and Shadow were here……..

H*Amy feels weak as she starts to drift back down from the sky………

H*Amy: I did it, Sonic………I saved everyone……….

As her feet touch the ground, a wave of dizziness comes over and she falls to the ground of one of the
empty city streets. The glow fades as her pink hair falls around her face. Silence is in the air as Amy lies,
exhausted, thinking about the way she had called after Sonic that one day……

Amy: (remembering) Always on the run…….. Always too busy for a date…….(giggles.) but I still got to give
you hugs every now and then………I guess I'll never see you again Sonic……..

Metal: THAT'S RIGHT MISS ROSE……

Amy looks up as Metal slowly hovers to the ground. Amy stands up weakly as he starts to make his way
over to her.

Metal: I DIDN'T THINK YOU COULD DO IT………

Metal suddenly charges in and knocks Amy to the ground. Amy tries to get up as Metal kicks her over.
Amy clutches her stomach as she struggles to breathe. Metal laughs as he enjoys watching her in agony
before his feet.

Metal: TO THINK A LITTLE GIRL LIKE YOU COULD HANDLE THAT KIND OF POWER…….YOU
SAVED THIS WORLD…….TOO BAD YOU WON'T LIVE TO SEE IT……(snickers)

Amy: (coughing up blood.) You……..you…..bastard……

Metal picks Amy up by the her throat as she tries weakly to resist. Metal's grip tightens as he grins in at
her.

Metal: IF ONLY SONIC COULD HAVE SEEN THIS……(laughs) BUT HE'S BEEN DEAD FOR AWILE
NOW……..

Amy can feel a wave of dizziness sweep over her as she fights to keep breathing.

Metal: THIS IS THE END FOR YOU, MISS ROSE……

As Amy starts to slip off into darkness, she can only think of how Sonic had always been there to save
her……

She feels herself suddenly dropped as Metal is sent flying back. Amy passes out……………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………

*“Just one date? Please”!?*

“Amy”…………….”Amy”…………”wake up”……..

Amy can feel herself being shaken gently and called to…….She knows that voice………

“Amy”………….. “wake up”……

Amy: (thinking) I'm dreaming………I will never know if he ever really liked me or not……..

“Amy, wake up…….it's me……….

Amy starts to open her eyes as she can feel herself being held by someone……….

“Amy”?

Amy looks toward the pieces that used to be Metal on the ground, not to far away…….

Amy: Wow…….but, who could have…(stops herself)

“Who do ya think”?!

Amy turns her head to look up to the face she had thought she would never see again.

Amy: Sonic?! Is……that you?!

Sonic: Yes, Amy it's me………(smiles at her)

Amy is startled as she jumps back away from him. Sonic sits there, smiling up at her.

Amy:(shocked) But…….the poison……..how……….

Sonic looks over at the remains of Metal, as Amy tries to decide if she's dreaming or not.

Sonic: No, I was done for……..until you saved me…….then I tore that bastard to shreds. I wasn't too late
this time.

Amy: What?

Sonic: The Chaos energy, Amy…(feels his left arm)….your touch healed me…(grins)……you wanted with all
your heart to save me, didn't you…….

Amy looks at him and then turns away to cry. Confused, Sonic tries to comfort her. She recoils at his
touch.

Amy: (crying) This is all a dream……….and hurts so bad…….knowing it…….your not here. (holds her head) I
wish this would just stop………

Sonic: Amy, your not dreaming…….(rolls his eyes) In YOUR dreams, we would be would be married, be
going on a honeymoon, and ya-da-ya-da!

Amy turns around, looking at him as the last of the sun is seen sinking behind him.

Sonic: (sighs) Well?!

Amy: Well what?

Sonic: Aren't going to give me a flying tackle or something?!

Amy feels the tears slide down her face as she runs and hugs him with all the energy she has left. Sonic
hugs her back smiling, as she sobs into his chest…………………..

Awww!!! I love making happy stories!!! By the way this will not be the final chapter……..=)

10 - When Sonic finally............

Yes this will be the final chapter! Thank you all so much for reading this!! (starts to tear up) Love yall!

Sonic picks Amy up as he speeds back to her apartment. Tails and Knuckles both wave as he takes off
with her. The full moon is in the middle of the cool, calm night as he sets Amy down on her bed…….

Sonic: Alright, I'll be back in just a minute.

Amy: (feels her throat.) Uhhh, it's still sore………

Sonic walks in with a damp wash cloth and bandages. Amy recoils when he presses it to a spot on her
arm.

Amy: It hurts……

Sonic: I know, but it needs to be cleaned up.

Amy: (giggles) It's kinda weird, you know. I'm usually the one cleaning you up!!

Sonic: (grins at her) Yeah, well if not for you, I wouldn't be here.

He puts a bandage over her arm as Amy flinches but stays somewhat still.

Sonic: Well at least we'll never hear from that bastard ever again.

Amy: Yeah, I thought it was the end for me when he had me like that…..(feels her throat)

Sonic: Does it still hurt?

Amy blushes as he checks her throat gently. His face is very close to hers…..

Amy: Ummm…, is it okay?

Sonic: Just bruised….

He notices her try to hide her face. He smiles to himself as he slides hand up to the side of her face.

Sonic: You know, I was thinking……..about the other day, when you chased me……

Amy: Yeah, (recalling it) and you were always busy…..

Sonic sighs and looks up at her. Amy can sense him struggle for words to say.

Amy: Uhhh….Sonic, my throat's down here….

Sonic blushes as Amy giggles. Sonic gives a little grin back.

Sonic: Anyways, Knuckles said that you were able to knock the space colony back to it original orbit.

Amy: (looks down, remembering) It's still hard to believe that I did it. I guess the Chaos Emeralds are
more powerful than I thought.

Sonic: Chaos is power enriched by the heart……I guess that explains how you healed me. I just
remember everything going dark, in a world of pain. As the pain drifted away, I thought, “This is it,…I'm
dying…”.

Amy looks up at him as he sits beside her.

Sonic: Knuckles is hardly a sight to wake up to, but I was sure as hell glad to see him. I found out what
was going on and took off to surprise you. (clenches his fists.) That's when I ran into you and Metal……..
No way we'll be hearing from him ever again.

Amy has been watching him this whole time, wondering when he has ever talked to her like this. As
Sonic looks over at her, Amy looks away, worried that he might have caught her staring at him.

Sonic: Anyway, I just wanted to know if you'd, um, like to do something tonight…… with me maybe…..

Amy: (surprised) What?

Sonic:(nervous) Just watch a flick or something like that. If you wanna go, I could come by and pick you
later….(scratches his head)

Amy: (smiles) Sure, I'd love too! (looks around) Oh, and thanks for picking up my apartment. I'm sure it
was a mess after…….(stops) Well, anyway, I'll be ready by 9:00.

Sonic: (grins) Okay, See ya lada! (speeds off.)

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Around 8:00
Sonic puts Amy down as they walk inside his own apartment. Sonic invites Amy into the kitchen.

Sonic: Anyway, are ya hungry? I don't know exactly what I've got though……(looks around .)

Amy: Is it safe?

Sonic: (glances back) Is what safe? The kitchen?

Amy: (giggles) The food.

Sonic: (grins) Now what are you trying to say, Amy? That I can't cook?

Amy: Oh please, Sonic, you'd burn a salad! (laughs)

Both Sonic and Amy laugh as Amy suddenly clutches her stomach. Sonic, concerned walks over to her.

Sonic: Amy? What's wrong?

Amy: (gives a weak smile) It's just my stomach, that's all. I got kicked around a few times, so it's kinda
sore.

Amy can sense Sonic thinking of Metal again as he tenses up. She gets up and walks over to him.

Amy: Why don't I cook instead? It's really not that bad…..

Sonic: Nahh, that's alright, I'll order a pizza….(notices her hurt expression.) …cuz I don't trust that green
hairy thing growing in the fridge and I don't think I even wanna look what's in the cabinets……

Amy giggles at him as he invites her to watch T.V. As Amy walks behind him, she wonders how close to
sit. As Sonic sits down, he notices her little dilemma.

Sonic: (looking for the right words) Uhh, you can see better over here. (he signals for her to sit close to
him.)

Amy: (blushes.) Umm, thanks.

As Sonic looks through the channels, Amy silently wishes for a love story to come on. The channel stops
on one of the newest Zombie Movie. She her hopes sink.

Sonic: YEAH!! This looks great!

Amy: uhh, yeah.

As the Zombie rips the head off of someone, Amy sinks back, afraid she might puke. As the Zombie
reaches for another victim, the doorbell rings. Amy, terrified, grabs Sonic and screams.

Sonic: (laughs) It's just the ZOMBIE pizza boy, Amy.

Amy: (tries to laugh) I-I knew that, I just got a little too into the movie.

Sonic tries to get up, Amy still around him.

Sonic: Uhh, Amy, I kinda need to get up to get the pizza……

Amy can feel her face turn red as Sonic gets up to the front door. Amy doesn't even notice as Sonic
secretly steps outside to talk to the “Pizza Boy”.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Knuckles: So, how's it going? (grins)

Sonic: I guess okay so far. We're watching a horror flick right now…..

Tails: COOL!! Zombie Night 3?!

Knuckles: You sure she's gonna want to eat, watching that?

Sonic: Umm……

Knuckles: Well anyway, we'll let you two get back to your DATE. (grins.)(hands him the pizza.) I really
think you could have done better than this.

Sonic: (scratches his head) Yeah, but oh I dunno, I kinda like just being alone like this.

Tails: Alone?! =) (makes a kissy face)

Knuckles: (enjoying Sonic's red face) Okay, we'll just leave you two LOVEBIRDS alone then. (snickers)

Knuckles and Tails leave as Sonic can hear Tails singing “Sonic and Amy sitting in a tree……”.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Amy: He sure is taking a long time…..(gets up) uhh, I'm not too sure I can watch this anymore!

Sonic walks back with the pizza, striking a stance.

Sonic: (in a bad accent) De pizza es served! Bonapite! Or how do they say it?

Amy giggles as they sit back on the couch together. Amy picks up a slice then looks up at the T.V. She
feels her stomach flip as she watches a zombie rip another's arm off. She sets the pizza back down.

Sonic: (smirks) Not hungry?

Amy: It's kinda hard with a zombie movie.

Sonic:(teasing) I'll protect from those mean zombies, Amy. (takes a bite)Mmphhh!! Pizza's great!!

Amy finally gives in and eats hers. As the horror flick drags on, Sonic notices how jumpy Amy's getting.
The pillow she has in her hand looks like its about to pop.

Sonic: Whoa! Amy, easy on the pillow there!

Both Amy and Sonic jump as a Zombie (on the T.V.) jumps out onto a shrieking victim. Amy screams
and dives onto Sonic as Sonic loses his balance and almost falls off the couch.

Sonic:(teasing) Just a movie okay?

Amy: (shaky) I-it's way to re-real for me!

Amy continues to hold/hug Sonic as they continue to watch the show. Sonic notices the faint smell of
candy smelling perfume. Even as his arm started to go numb, he realized he liked Amy being around
him. As the final credits came on, he was a little sad when she let go and stretched.

Amy: Well, thank goodness, that's OVER!!

Sonic: (sighs) Alright,…. (turns to the next channel.) Well whad-do- ya know……..

Sonic and Amy both watch the report on the Space Colony and the heroic efforts of Miss Rose. Amy
blushes and Sonic watches with interest.

Amy: Uhh, I'll be right back…..(she heads for the bathroom.)

……………………………………………………………………………………………....

Amy quietly steps back out of the bathroom, going back to the kitchen to get a drink. She notices the
messages on the answering machine. Secretly seeing if Sonic is still of the couch, she presses play on
the machine…..

Amy: I wonder what I sounded like the other night when I called…..Oh wait, that's right, I called Tail's
house that night. I better just (moves to turn it off)

She stops suddenly as she hears Knuckles's voice come on.

Knuckles:(leaving a message) Hey, just wanted to see how it was going. Yeah, I GUESS will get you
some pizza. Just don't blow it, okay? Hope you enjoy your DATE! See ya lada!

Amy takes a minute to let it sink in that Sonic and her WERE having a date. She couldn't believe that
she hadn't noticed it before! She smiles and tries to contain her excitement.

Amy: (thinking)* HE LIKES ME!! OH MY GOD!! HE'S DOING ALL THIS FOR ME!!! But wait……maybe
he's just doing this because he feels sorry for me…… (excitement dies) it's still nice of him…..but……he just
feels sorry for me……*

Sonic: Whatcha doing in here, Amy?

Amy turns around as Sonic walks in with the rest of the pizza. Amy walks up to Sonic and he notices her
down mood.

Sonic: (grins) Don't tell me you looked cabinets….

Amy kisses him on the cheek. Stunned, he drops the pizza box.

Amy: Thanks Sonic for the date. (smiles at him)

Sonic: (blushes and tries to grin back) So when did you figure it out?

Amy: Knuckles is on your machine……(giggles) you can tell him you didn't blow it.

Sonic: Well that explains it, freak'n knucklehead blurts it out. I'm sorry, I wanted to do better than just
this.

Amy: No, it's great…..(makes a face) with the exception of the Zombie show.

Sonic: (sighs) I don't know if you'd count this as a date or not. I swear I'll make up for it.

Amy: (hugs him) As long as I'm with you, I won't complain.

Amy hugs him tight as he returns it, glad she accepted their little “date”. Amy looks up at him as he
stops and looks down at her. Sonic takes her chin as she wraps her arms around him. Their lips meet
and for a moment, all is forgotten. As the let go, Amy starts to head for the door.

Amy: (stuttering) I-I better be heading home…..

Sonic:(surprised) But……..

Amy smiles at him and starts to walk out the door.

Amy: Thanks Sonic, that really meant a lot to me. I know you did this just to cheer me up….that's nice.

Sonic:(shocked) Wh-what?

Amy: It's okay Sonic, I've been sorta of a pest toward you…I understand. It's okay, I-I like being
friends…..(tears up) I'll, I'll see you later….

As the door gently shuts behind her, all Sonic can think about why he can't just admit that he liked her.
Was it really so hard? He knew she had said it to him countless times and he didn't even have the guts
to say once? Was a date enough? Sonic rushes out the door as he tells himself it's not…….

Sonic: Amy?

Amy: Sonic? What are you-

Sonic: Look Amy, there's always been something I've wanted to tell you…..

Amy:(feels her heart beat faster) Sonic….?

Sonic walks up to her and takes her hands in his. He searches in his mind for the right words to say.

Sonic: I-I've always liked you (gulps) ah geez, I suck at doing this….Amy, will you be my, my………..

Amy: (tears up) Girlfriend?!

Sonic:(turns red) Yes, Um, If-if you don't mind….

Amy: (laughs) YES, YES!!! SONIC!!!!(hugs him and starts crying)

Amy looks up at him and they kiss under the light of a full moon. The wind gently moves the grass below
them as the hold each other, each one knowing how long they have been waiting for this moment.
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